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For the Cry
of the Roar
Presentation by
Elizabeth Dingman

What is “For the Love of the Roar”?
• The battle cry of the ONU Athletics.
• It summarizes what the Athletic Department stands for:
Competitive excellence. The strength made by working together
to achieve their goals.
• The pride of being a Polar Bear.

It is the statement that positions the branding.
• It helps to create the presence each team makes on social
media.
• It is how ONU sports stand out on social media from the rest of
the crowd.
• Communicates the essence of team-orientation, ambition, pride,
determination, integrity, and competitiveness.

• It is important that social media meets those branding elements.
• Inconsistencies can lead to issues with finding the page,
standing out from the other pages, and affect the message the
team is trying to share
• So it is important to determine if there are any inconsistencies
and to do that research is needed

The areas of focus
• I will be taking a look at sport teams social medias:
• Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
• Esports will not be included

• The sports social media pages will be compared to ONUs
Athletics Branding Guidelines.
• This will be looking at the Graphic design aspect of the social
media pages.

Research tactics that will be used and why
• Communications Audit: Helps identify strengths and
weaknesses, which will help determine any inconsistencies.
• Demographics: Can take a look at the audience that follows
these pages provides an idea of how the pages market to them.
• Unstructured Interview: Gets the opinion of other people, their
beliefs, and understanding. Which opens up another view,
previously not seen by the researcher.

The Athletics Guideline
• Tones
• Typography and Alternative
• Color
• Branding Elements
• Logos
• Photography
• Examples

Tones
• Guides the social media posts of the ONU Athletic Teams
• Team-Oriented
• Ambition
• Pride
• Determined
• Integrity
• Competitive

Typography and Alternative
• Primary
• Helps show the fierce competitive tone of ONU Athletics

• Memphis

• Alternative: Rockwell

continued…
• Secondary
• Used for body copy and sub-headlines
• Neutraface/Berthold City
•

• Alternative: Arial

Color
• Primary
• Dynamic combination
• Creates a bold feeling

continued…
• Secondary
• Breaker moment
• Complements primary colors

Branding Elements
• Graphically reinforces the identity of a page
• Act as the stamps of approval and showcases achievements
• Helps create a focus point
• Surrounds a scene while not boxing it in

continued…

continued…
• Accent Branding Elements:

Logos
• Primary Logo
• ONU Polar Bear Head Logo.

• Color Treatments

continued…
• Logo
Restrictions

continued…
• Minimum Size
• Digital: 96 px

• Clearance Space
• Never crowd logo
• Consider the space

continued…
• Alternate logos/minimum sizes

Photography
• Visually conveys the tone
• Connect to the viewer while being authentic
• Shots of teammates should:
• Show celebration, teamwork, and Polar Bear Pride

• Shots of individuals should:
• Show action, determination, and integrity

continued…
• Images should try to have:
• Natural Lighting
• Shallow depths of fields
• Indirect camera angles

Examples

Examples

Communication Audit
• Baseball
• Facebook: Unable to find a Facebook
• Instagram: Appears to be used the most:
• Conveys tones nicely though many of the pictures taken lack celebration and
action.
• The color is wrong along with the typeface used. Unclear if the logo reached the
minimum size.
• Only one post somewhat follows the guideline with the branding elements but
logo seems clustered.

• Twitter: Not consistent with the Instagram but does have similar posts

Baseball continued…
• Overall:
•
•
•
•
•

Well taken photos
Typographic work lacks energy
Some guidelines were broken
Inconsistent with posts
Lack of a media and audience

Baseball continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Men’s Basketball
• Facebook: Unable to find a Facebook
• Both the Instagram and Twitter page pretty consistent with each other.
•
•
•
•
•

Minus some pictures seen on instagram.
Convey many of the tones especially competitiveness.
The photos taken follow the guideline very well.
The typographic works are consistent but break guidelines
Wrong typeface, branding elements, color, the logo seems really small as well.

• Overall: The pages are consistent with each other, pictures show the tones, the
typographic aspect needs more work, and a lack of a platform loses part of the
audience.

Basketball continued…
• Images

Communication Audit
• Women’s Basketball
• Facebook: Unable to find a Facebook
• Instagram and Twitter are very consistent with each other
•
•
•
•
•

With exceptions of casual pictures on Instagram (only a few)
Many of the pictures convey the tones
Does follow photography guidelines
The Typographic work is inconsistent overall and breaks guidelines
Wrong color, typeface, branding elements, lack of logo being shown

• Overall the photos share the tone but the typographic work takes it away. Great
work with consistency but lack of platform is a lack their audience.

Women’s Basketball continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Cross Country
• Twitter: Unable to find a Twitter
• Facebook:
• Has a lack of photos that the instagram has though shares some posts

• Instagram:
•
•
•
•
•

Appears to be used most.
A lot of the tones are conveyed
Photography is very well done and helps convey the tones.
Typographic work is not good. Breaks a lot of guidelines except the logo
They are not even consistent with each other.

Cross Country continued…
• Overall: Is consistent
with exclusion of some
posts. Tones are
conveyed but guidelines
are broken with the
typographic aspect.
• Images

Communication Audit
• Football
• All the pages are not really consistent with each other.

• Facebook:
• Has more of a focus on individuals with Birthday posts

• Instagram:
• Very inconsistent between the other pages, showing more picture of the team
practicing along with casual moments

• Twitter:
• Has the most post with typographic use but is still inconsistent.

Football continued…
• The tones are seen in a lot of the images
• The typographic work is not consistent and breaks guidelines
• Wrong color, typeface, branding elements, logo

• All the platforms are not consistent with the type of post that are made.
• Overall: Well done that they reach different types of audiences. The
lack of consistency is bad and tone is not really that seen in the
Facebook. The photography shares the tones, the typographic work
does as well but still breaks guidelines.

Football continued
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Golf
• Facebook: Only found a Facebook for Women’s Golf (not a lot of posts)
• There is a lack of inconsistency with the Twitter and Instagram

• Instagram:
• The photos of individuals follow the photography guideline there is action
• Some tones are visible but much is taken with the typographic work, as they are
birthday posts.
• Guidelines are broken and not even used at all

• Twitter:
• Does not have any pictures of the team in action or talking much about game
days. It mostly is casual with some exceptions

Golf continued…
• Overall: Very inconsistent
between all the platforms,
with a lack of audience
with Facebook coverage.
Photos share the tones,
but not very well. No
guidelines are used.
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Men’s Lacrosse
• All the pages are very consistent with each other with a few exceptions
but not too many.
• The photography taken really conveys the tones. There are a lot of action shots
and celebration shots.
• The typographic work is well done though not consistent and rules are broken
• There is a lack of branding elements and they really do not use the secondary
typeface but in other areas they do use it.
• Overall: Very consistent between all of the platforms and do not break a lot of the
guideline rules. The tone is visible and they are present on all the platfomrs.

Men’s Lacrosse continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Women’s Lacrosse
• Facebook: Not consistent with the Instagram
• Instagram: Appears to be used the most
• The photos taken convey the tone
• The typographic aspect is not consistent and breaks guidelines.
• Wrong color, typeface and no branding elements are used. Logos are used
correctly though with one exception.

• Twitter: Not used much and there are two.
• Overall: does not have an equal coverage and consistencies on the
platforms.The photos do convey the tone but the typographic work
does lack.

Women’s Lacrosse continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Men’s Soccer
• Very consistent between all platforms lack of Match Day post on the
Instagram page.
•
•
•
•

The photos taken do follow the guideline having action and celebration.
The typographic work is plain. It doesn’t convey any tone.
Guidelines are followed but the typeface doesn’t match what’s in the guideline.
The wrong color is used, a lack of branding elements and the logo size changes a
lot between the posts.

• Overall: There is an equal coverage between all their pages, some inconsistency
but not too much. The photos convey the tone, the typographic work is plain and
inconsistent not bad, but could use more work.

Men’s Soccer continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Women’s Soccer
• Facebook: The page does not seem to be used much.
• Instagram: Instagram has birthday posts and is not consistent with the
Twitter
• Twitter: The twitter has a different use when it comes to the typographic
work.
• The photos that are taken do show celebration and action, though a lot of pictures
taken don’t have action.
• The typographic use is all over the place. Wrong color, typeface, no branding
elements. A lot of guidelines are broken.

Women’s Soccer continued…
• Overall: The Facebook
is lacking. There is a
lack of consistency
between the Instagram
and Twitter pages.
Photos do convey the
tone, but a good
amount don’t. The
typeface is all over the
place and does not
convey the tone.
• Images

Communication Audit
• Softball
• Facebook: Unable to find a Facebook
• There are a lot of inconsistencies between the Instagram and Twitter.
• The tone in the guideline is not really present in both platforms.
• The photos taken that do show practice on Twitter are so far that the action is lost.
• The instagram also share a very personal part of someone’s life which makes it
very out of place.
• The only area that uses the guideline was for the Skill camps.
• A lot of guidelines are broken and not even used at all.
• Overall: A lack of an audience, inconsistencies in both the posts and tones. Tone
is not conveyed much and the guidelines appear to have not been used.

Softball continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Swimming and Diving
• Facebook: Unable to find a Facebook
• Instagram: Unable to find an Instagram
• Twitter: It’s there only platform at the moment
• There is a lack of photos, and from those photos they’re just standing.
• The typographic work is also all over the place some areas are consistent but
does not add anything to the tones.
• A lot of guidelines are broken: the color, typeface, branding elements, logos.
• Overall: They do not reach a lot of their audience from the lack of platforms.
There is still a lot of work that their post need, more images that show swimming,
and post that convey their message and add tones.

Swimming and Diving continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Men’s Tennis
• The Twitter and Instagram lack content.
• Facebook: They post the about their game days by sharing the link to
the ONUSports website.
• There is a lack of uniqueness to the page with only one picture that shows a
player practicing.
• But the tone that the image has gets drowned out by lack of similar images.
• Overall: The guidelines are being broke and there is a lack of content on all the
pages. There is a lack of unique content and it drowns their message and does
not feel as if it reaches the intended audience.

Men’s Tennis continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Women’s Tennis
• Unable to find a Facebook and Twitter
• Instagram:
• The photos on the page do not involve practices or game days and appear very
casual. No tones are that present.
• There is also a lack of unique typographic post, they reposted something from the
ONUSports website.
• A lot of guidelines are broken even with the photos.
• Overall: There is a lack of audience that they reach out to, none of the tones are
conveyed. There is nothing that makes the page stand out. It is all too casual.

Women’s Tennis continued…
• Images

Communication Audit
• Track and Field
• Twitter: Unable to find a Twitter
• The post on Facebook and Instagram are consistent
• The photos taken convey many of the tones in the guidelines.
• There is a lot of action shots, but a lack of celebration pictures.
• There is a lack of typographic work and the only one present is the schedule and
it breaks rules in the guidelines.
• The color is wrong, so it the typeface, there is no branding elements, and it lacks
the tones.
• Overall: The platforms are consistent but they miss a part of the audience. The
photos taken convey the tone very well. The typographic post need more work.

Track and Field continued…
• Images

Communication Audit
• Volleyball
• All of the pages are consistent with each other
•
•
•
•

Some of the photos convey the tone and some do not convey the tone.
There is mix of some of the post having action and celebration and others don’t.
The typographic posts break so many of the guideline and take the tone away.
The wrong colors, typefaces, branding elements, and it’s unclear if Pbears can be
used. Then those post are not consistent

• Overall: They have a great and consistent coverage on all platforms.There is lack
of consistency with the tone and typographic posts. Many guidelines are broken
and doesn’t express those tones at all.

Volleyball continued…
• Images:

Communication Audit
• Wrestling
• Facebook:There is a lack of consistency.
• Instagram: This has the most consistency with posting
•
•
•
•

The images taken convey the tones very well
The typographic post break so many guidelines.
Wrong color, typeface, branding elements, and logos, The tone is not affected.
Twitter: There are just casual images

• Overall there is a lack of consistency between all of the pages with
Twitter having not much connection with the other two. The tone is
clear but guidelines are broken

Wrestling continued…
• Images:

Demographics
• Each sport team share the same types of demographics.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The main demographics are high schoolers
The athletes
The alumni
The parents the athletes and alumni
Students of the University
Other sport teams

Demographics
• Each social media page helps to target these different people
• Facebook – targets an older audience
• 13-17 year olds: 3.8% | 18-24 year olds: 17.4%
• 25-34 year olds: 25.4% | 34-44 year olds: 18.5%

• Instagram – targets a younger audience
• 13-17 year olds: 8.5% | 18-24 year olds: 30.1%
• 25-34 year olds: 31.5% | 35-44 year olds: 16.1%

• Twitter – targets the in between of the audience
• 13-17 year olds: 6.6% | 18-24 year olds: 17.1%
• 25-34 year olds: 38.5% | 35-49 year olds: 20.7%

Unstructured Interview: Cross and Track
• Interviewed Head Coach Maus

• There is knowledge about the guidelines
• Try to promote the tones and use it to promote meets
• The message is the kind of program the team is

Unstructured Interview: Cross and Track
• Believes there’s an attempt being made to convey the message
• Feels the media coverage is pretty good despite the lack of a
Twitter page.
• Feels they convey what ONU stands for, from promoting
academics, the team atmosphere and passion of the university

Unstructured Interview: Men’s Soccer
• Interviewed Assistant Coach Owings
• There is not knowledge about the guidelines
• Feels they convey the tones while still having fun,
• The message is what the program is about, showing an inside
look of the program.

Unstructured Interview: Men’s Soccer continued…
• Feels some posts convey the message better than others
• Feels that instagram is their best, with Twitter not having much
traction
• Feels it portrays ONU in a good way, from academics, and
being selective with what they post.

Unstructured Interview: Swimming and Diving
• Interviewed Head Coach Veltman

• There is an understanding about the guidelines
• The team handles social media posts, feels posts are positive
• Their message is that the team is supportive and close knitted

Unstructured Interview: Swimming and Diving continued

• They believe they reach their intended audience maybe missing
some demographics but having good coverage.
• Feels they portray ONU in a good like as everything they post is
positive.

Unstructured Interview: Volleyball
• Interviewed Assistant Coach Zuchowski
• There is knowledge of the branding guidelines.
• Feels tones are conveyed by showing the genuine side of the
team
• The message what the Volleyball team is and what it be like to
be on the team.

Unstructured Interview: Volleyball
• They do this by showing relatability
• They feel they have good coverage of their platforms but feels
Facebook could be better
• Feel they convey what ONU stands for by showing their
genuine side on their social medias

Unstructured Interview: Women’s Basketball
• Interviewed Head Coach Huelsman
• There is knowledge of the branding guidelines.
• Feels they do a good job with the missionary statement
• Convey it by being intentional and showing what is special to
the program

Unstructured Interview: Women’s Basketball continued…
• The message is that they are doing their all, show them
togetherness and happiness of the team.
• They feel they have a good reach on their audience
• They believe portray what ONU stands for by showcasing the
athletes experience.

Unstructured Interview: Women’s Lacrosse
• Interviewed Head Coach Hemminger

• There is not much knowledge about the branding guidelines
• The team is in charge of posting on the platforms
• They try to show tones like competitiveness and achievements

Unstructured Interview: Women’s Lacrosse continued…
• The message is ever-changing, but top of the list is the team is
stronger together. To enjoy their time on the time
• Feel they reach their intended audience
• Feels the post made convey ONU in a positive light

Unstructured Interview: Wrestling
• Interviewed Head Coach Beaschleer

• There is general knowledge about the guidelines
• Does not feel they convey the tone as well as they want it to be
• The message is to show a good image of the team

Unstructured Interview: Wrestling
• Does not feel the message is portrayed well enough
• Feels they reach their intended audience but could be improved
• Feel that they portray ONU in a positive way but could be better

Conclusion
• Communications Audit:
• Found many of the teams pages are not consistent with themselves
and the other teams. And branding guidelines are not used in all cases

• Demographics
• Each platforms gets those age groups, some better than others but it
appears to be useful to have all to have a total coverage.

• Unstructured Interview
• There is a message that is being conveyed, but there comes difficultly

